How to mold with
CLEAR

DRAGON
SYNDICATE
COSPLAY

YOU NEED:


Duplicating a jewellery element

COSPLAYFLEX
CLEAR
(sheets available in
different sizes)



Heat Gun



Polymer Clay



Baking paper



Silicon covered

Sometimes your cosplay requires elements you have to create a several times
with an identical look, and YES… the way to realize this is building a mold.
The advantages of using COSPLAYFLEX CLEAR in this case:



rolling pin or
something similar


Nail polish for
painting




it is transparent– we had a filigree look of the finished element
flexible– the material stays flexible after finshing the element, so they are
unbreakable, but they will stay in the molded shape.
means also: creating an unbreakable FLAT shape
Illumination is possible
easy to use (comparing it with cast resin)

IMPORTANT:
Never throw away the offcuts– they are great for modelling, so keep and re–
use them please!!!
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A good alternative
to the rolling pin is
an acrylic pin/ rod.
Usually you can buy
this were you got
your clay.

You can cover your
element with a
little bit of vaseline
before putting it
into the clay…
really a THIN layer… NOT TOO
MUCH.
You can use vaseline if the element is
made of metal.
glas or plastic.

Making the mold
First you need the element you want to duplicate… and the polymer clay.
Usually the clay hardens in the oven at 110– 130° C/ 265°F. Please inform
yourself about the correct temperature and hardening time for the polymer
clay you are using. In this case we used a 56g– piece of clay. The colour?
Well, choose a light colour, it is easier to see all details during the progress.
Work on the baking paper, they clay will stick on your underlay if you forget
it, I promise :-)
Knead your clay untill it is really soft and smooth, this gives a high– detailed
result. Flat your „clay ball“ with the rolling pin, so it will cover your element
completely. The following pictures are illustrating the progress.

Press your original jewellery element into the clay.
Do not to push it too deep into the clay,
otherwise you can‘t remove it.
Removing it is a little bit „tricky“.
You have to be very carful while you are pulling it
out of the mold. Clay is flexible, so you can grap
the element and pull it out SLOWLY.
Don‘t worry if your first try is not successful.
Sometimes a second try is needed,
but you‘ll get it.
Unfortunately there is no „right way“ to get it out

Got it?
Everything ok?
Then you can bake
the clay, the mold
gets hard.
If you work with
COSPLAYFLEX
CLEAR in this way
you always need a
hard mold, do not use
silicone for it or other
similar materials.

Preparing mold & CLEAR
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Your mold has to be at room temperature to use it now. Please do not use it after taking it out of the
oven. Use a hard underlay for the following steps.
Use a sharp scissor or a cutter to cut out a piece of COSPLAYFLEX CLEAR. It should be approximately
1—1,5 cm larger on either side than the outer rims of your mold. CLEAR shrinks during the heating
progress, but don‘t worry, this will not be a problem. Also do not fear you have to much offcut, this is
reusable for other projects.

The black fabric in this picture is just
for a better visibility of the tranparent
material.
You can also coat the mold with a little
bit… really A LITTLE BIT of vaseline,
but this is optional, clay and CLEAR
normally will not stick together.

Heat it up!
Put your piece of CLEAR on your mold and heat up the gun!
Don‘t forget: Work careful with the heat gun! You also can wear gloves to protect
your hands.

The second picture shows how CLEAR looks during the heating progress.
It is getting flexible, more transparent and you can see the shrinking.
The „crafting temperature“ is approximately 100°C. In this case you can see if you
got the „correct temperature“: CLEAR is „sinking“ into the mold, now we can
press it into it.
Please do not overheat the material now.
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Pressing into the mold
After heating it up, CLEAR is now smooth enough to press it into the flat
mold. To protect your hands, use a small sheet of baking paper to press
the thermoplastic into the mold. Use a hard underlay, thats important,
work careful and make sure to apply pressure „in every corner“ of the
mold to get a detailled and complete reproduction of the element.

Sometimes a tool
can be useful if
you wand to press
CLEAR into a
detailed mold.

This is „a sporty exercise“ for your hands :-), but you can use a tool to
make it easier, see the picture at the left side where I used a pen.
Shaped CLEAR in the mold.

Please do not cool
CLEAR down in
the fridge to „get
a faster result“.
:-)

This step here needs exercise.
So please don‘t be discouraged if
your first try seems to be difficult.
It is learning by doing.
You‘ll get experienced how to press
and to shape thermoplastics piece
by piece. Every mold and everything
you are reproducing with a molding
technique is different.

After the pressing progress, CLEAR must cool down in his mold to get hard
and firm again. Do not remove warm or hot CLEAR out of the mold, you‘ll
damage the shaped element. Make a break… and relax :-)
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Removing the element
Now let us see the result. If CLEAR has cooled down to room temperature, grap one of the edges
and pull SLOWLY and CAREFULLY to get the CLEAR out of the mold. CLEAR is still flexible enough
at room temperature that it dissolves without problems if you are pulling carefully. Don‘t worry,
your element will not get „out of shape“.

Cut & Correction
The mold and the reproduced element.
Use a sharp scissors or a cutter to cut of the
overlapping material and sand the edges to get
smooth shape.
Don‘t throw away the offcut, reuse it,
for example to model details at other projects.
CLEAR is a „no– waste material“!

As you can see, five reproductions were
done with the same mold.
A mold made of polymer clay can be used a
number of times… if you treat the mold carfully there will be nearly no limits in using it
for several projects.
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Important:
If you use nailpolish
for painting, open
your window and
ensure a good
ventilation in your
room!

Painting time!
I usually perfer nailpolish for painting SMALL jewellery elements like this. The
advantage is the flexibility of nailpolish layers on a flexible material– the colour
layer will not „break“ or get cracky. You also can buy the polish in different
metallic or effect colours to give it a shiny and glamourous finish. Choose the
colours you like and which are suitable for your project. In this case we want
an ancient look, so I used darker colours: a black base and „dark gold“ accents.
One thin layer of black polish were applied with the brush (front side and backside), then two layers of golden polish with a sponge on the front relief.

Every polish
layer must get
really dry before
you add the next
one!
Paint careful to
get thin layers,
there shouldn‘t
be too much
polish in the
grooves of the
relief.

Paint carefully and with low pressure with the sponge and don‘t cover the
black colour completely to get the ancient look.
Only the higher parts of the relief should get a „gold coating“.
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Finishing
Time to finish the elements, time
to connect the drop shapes with
the metal elements for the inner
part (see page 1/ page 8).
In this case both elements were
connected with wire instead of
glue. First tests with different glues
brought the result that the glues
seeped into the fine details of the
metal elements and agglutinated
them.
So a thin golden wire was a great
and nearly invisible alternative.
Use a strong and firm needle to
prick little holes into the CLEAR,
and thread the wire through the
holes in the way you see at the
next picture (like a „U– shape“).
Drill the ends to fix it.

Test version without
acrylic gemstones

Wire fixed and drilled

First wire pieces
marked red

To fix the drilled ends of the wire, you can use a small drop of jewellery glue.
In this case six little wire pieces were used to connect both elements. This is just an example of one
possibility and personal experience.

Thank you very much for your interest in this tutorial.
Please note that all work with COSPLAYFLEX CLEAR based on our personal
experiences. There is not only one way to work with it, there are so many more possibilities.
We want to encourage you to try and work with it to make your own wonderful creations.

References:
Material: COSPLAYFLEX/ COSPLAYFLEX CLEAR
For more informations, ordering and further questions visit Cosplayflex at:
Homepage: http://www.cosplayflex.com
Facebook: Cosplayflex
You can also meet the team of Cosplayflex at several conventions all
over the year, so have a look at social media to fix the date.
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